Abstract-Bitcoin is considered as the most valuable currency in the world. Besides being highly valuable, its value has also experienced a steep increase, from around 1 dollar in 2010 to around 18000 in 2017. Then, in recent years, it has attracted considerable attention in a diverse set of fields, including economics and computer science. The former mainly focuses on studying how it affects the market, determining reasons behinds its price fluctuations, and predicting its future prices. The latter mainly focuses on its vulnerabilities, scalability, and other techno-cryptoeconomic issues. Here, we aim at revealing the usefulness of traditional autoregressive integrative moving average (ARIMA) model in predicting the future value of bitcoin by analyzing the price time series in a 3-years-long time period. On the one hand, our empirical studies reveals that this simple scheme is efficient in sub-periods in which the behavior of the time-series is almost unchanged, especially when it is used for short-term prediction, e. g. 1-day. On the other hand, when we try to train the ARIMA model to a 3-years-long period, during which the bitcoin price has experienced different behaviors, or when we try to use it for a long-term prediction, we observe that it introduces large prediction errors. Especially, the ARIMA model is unable to capture the sharp fluctuations in the price, e.g. the volatility at the end of 2017. Then, it calls for more features to be extracted and used along with the price for a more accurate prediction of the price. We have further investigated the bitcoin price prediction using an ARIMA model trained over the whole dataset, as well as a limited part of the history of of the bitcoin price, with length of ,w, as inputs. Our study sheds lights on the interaction of the prediction accuracy, choice of (p, q, d), and window size w.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally the richest people in a society have an average age of more than 60 years [1] . The exponential rise in the information and communications technology (ICT) have not only changed many of our beliefs, habits and traditions, but also it has introduced a new wave of young billionaires. By introduction of bitcoin in 2009 with an initial value of around one dollar, no one predicts that in 8 years it will pass all previous records, and will reach to the unbelievable value of 18000 dollars. Due to such a rapid increase in the price of bitcoin and its following price correction, i.e. fall down of the price after the big jump, many economists and computer scientists tried to explore the time series of the bitcoin price [2] [3] [4] . Our focus in this letter is to investigate application of the traditional autoregressive integrative moving average (ARIMA) model in prediction of bitcoin price. ARIMA has been used extensively in prediction of stationary datasets in the literature, e.g. refer to [5] and its references. Application of ARIMA in prediction of bitcoin price has been recently investigated in [6] , and it has been shown that a Recurrent Neural Network model (RNN), augmented by additional data like Tweeter's hashtags can significantly outperform the performance, especially in long-term predictions. The interesting discovery of [6] consists in the fact that in short time periods, ARIMA outperforms RNN, which both of them work on a single input, i.e. the price of bitcoin. Regarding the computational complexity associated with the neural networks, and the explainability of results achieved by using ARIMA models, here we aim at further investigation of prediction of bitcoin price using ARIMA model for 1-day prediction of the bitcoin price. More specifically, we aim at investigating the couplings among the length of training period, the choice of ARIMA parameters (p, q, d), and the length of time window that the prediction is carried out over it, i.e. the bitcoin price for the day after the window is predicted. The remainder of this letter is as follows. In the next section, we briefly present the system model and formulate the problem. In Section III, we present our approach for solving the problem. Section IV presents the performance evaluation results. Concluding remarks are given in Section V. Fig. 1 represents the closing price of bitcoin (in dollars) for a period of 3 years, starting from the 2015-09-01. The research problem consists in training an ARIMA (p, q, d) predictor over this data set, such that given a time window of length w, the prediction error for 1 day after the window is minimized. Here, p q, d, and coefficients of the ARIMA predictor are the degrees of freedom.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

III. ARIMA-BASED PRICE PREDICTION
This section includes our approach for solving this problem.
A. Preprocessing of the Dataset: Making data stationary
First of all, using ARIMA models requires dataset to be stationary. A first look at the dataset ( Fig.1) shows that it has an exponential trend. Taking the logarithm of the data (Fig. 2) , we still observe an increasing trend in the data. Specially, the Autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions (ACT/PACF), which have been omitted here for the brevity of test represents a high coupling between prices, e.g in order of 80 days. This motivates us to benefit from the differential transform. Taking the first order differential transform ( Fig. 3) , one observes that the trend in the data has been removed. The stationarity test also shows that the p-value is very close to zero, and is less that the critical values. Now, we are sure that the dataset has become stationery. While traditionally we benefit from the ACF/PACF for estimating the p and q values, the ACF/PACF figures (Fig. 4) show that the there is a weak ARMA relationship in the transformed data. But, why does this happen? This is mainly due to the fact that the bitcoin price has different behaviors in the first and second half of the time span, and a single ARIMA model cannot well fit to the whole time period. But here we don't break the dataset and continue with finding the best ARIMA model which fits the whole time span, however, we expect that its performance will be weak 1 . We implement two approaches for identifying (p, g, d) , including (i) the one which minimizes the residual sum of squares (RSS) in the model fitting phase, and (ii) the one that minimizes the mean square error (MSE) in the prediction phase. These two approaches have been implemented in Python, and are available in our repository supporting this document. The related files to RSS and MSE approaches are part2.py and part3.py respectively. The former aims at performing a grid search over feasible values of p, q, and d, deriving the RSS from fitting dataset to the ARIMA modle, and reporting the one which minimizes the RSS. The later aims at performing a grid search for finding the model which can generalize and minimize the prediction error. In other words, here we train the ARIMA model based on the dataset. Then we generate random time windows of length w, and test each ARIMA model for predicting the day after the window. Then, we select the model with the lowest prediction error.
In the next section, we compare these two schemes and present the suggested ARIMA models by each scheme. 1 The preprocessing of data for making it stationary has been implemented in Python, and is available in our repository supporting this document (https://github.com/AminAzari/ARIMA), with the name of part1.py One sees that the maximum experienced MSE is related to the volatility in the bitcoin price in 2017. On the other hand, from 2015-early 2017, in which bircoin price follows a more predicable trend, the predictions error is much less than the prediction error in 2017-2018 period.
After investigating the impact of locations of time window in the prediction error, we investigate the impact of length of time window on the prediction error. Table I represents several values of the window size, the suggested ARIMA model by RSS, the MSE minimizing ARIMA model, and the respective minimum achievable MSE value by the MSEminimizing ARIMA model. From this table, one can observe that the increase in the q by increasing w is small. This is due to the fact that using moving average for prediction requires initialization of the model with random prediction error, and the impact of this initializations disappear slowly by increasing the window size. On the other hand, one sees that the MSE-minimizing ARIMA model accepts some level of RSS in fitting to the data in orther to be able to capture fluctuations in the price, i.e. the RSS-minimizing model and MSEminimizing models are not in match, and the RSS-minimizing model is over-fitted to the data. To finalize the discussion, we have further reported in Table II the performance evaluation results for a case in which, the ARIMA model is trained using the whole data set, but it is tested for time windows in the first half of the dataset. One sees that the level of prediction error is very low, in comparison with the prior case.
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we have investigated bitcoin price prediction by using an ARIMA model. Towards this end, at first we have preprocessed data to make it stationary, and then, have searched over feasible (p, q, d) tuples for finding the ARIMA model which minimizes the MSE of prediction. Our results indicate that the bitcoin price prediction using its closing price history could results in large MSE values due to bitcoin's price vulnerability to high jumps and fall-downs. on the other hand, the results confirm that the ARIMA model could be still used for price prediction in sub-periods of the timespan, i.e. by dividing the timespan to several time-spans over which, dataset has a unique trend. Furthermore, we have investigated the impact of location of the test time window and its length on the achieved MSE in price prediction. Specifically, we show that by increase in the time window from 2 to 9, the averae MSE of prediction error could be decreased from 118000 to 16000.
